In this paper, we investigate some properties on capacity factors, which were proposed to investigate the link failure problem from network coding. A capacity factor (CF) of a network is an edge set, deleting which will cause the maximum flow to decrease while deleting any proper subset will not. Generally, a k-CF is a minimal (not minimum) edge set which will cause the network maximum flow decrease by k.
Introduction
Reliability is a critical theme in the topology design of communication networks. In traditional combinatorial network theory, we use the concept edge-connectivity to evaluate the reliability of a network in case of edge failures [2] . A lot of intense studies have been focused on the connectivity of a network and extending concepts such as super connectivity and conditional connectivity [2] , [6] , [8] .
The more recent study of network coding shows that [1] by coding at internal vertices, one can achieve the optimal capacity of a multicast network, which is upper bounded by the maximum flow (minimum cut) of the network. However, this optimal capacity can not be achieved by traditional routing scheme.
Here comes a question: for a network coding-based network, is it still appropriate to evaluate its reliability by traditional concepts like edge-connectivity as mentioned above? For traditional networks where only routing schemes are adopted, the communication will not be ruptured in case of edge failures as long as at least one path from source to the sink vertex still exists. However, in network coding-based network, the communication will be degraded even if the failures of an edge set may reduce the number of disjoint paths between source and sink vertices for the network capacity is decreased.
Koetter et al. [10] first mentioned the edge failure problems in network coding-based networks. Cai and Fan [3] formally proposed the concept of capacity factor and capacity rank. The capacity rank characterizes the criticality of a link for the network communication. When there is no capacity factor containing an edge, the capacity rank of this edge is defined as ∞. Recently, we notice some related work in [5] about k-Route Cut, which is the minimum number of edges to let the connectivity of every pair of source and sink falls below k. They not only propose some approximation algorithms, but also prove some computational hardness results. In fact, the generalized definition of k-CF captures some definitions such as k-route cute when the connectivity is defined as maximal number of edge-disjoint paths.
In [3] , the authors proposed an open problem which is deciding the capacity rank of a given edge. In this paper, we obtain an equivalent condition that deciding whether CR(e) = ∞. By this result, it is easy to develop an algorithm in O(V 3 ) to determine whether the capacity rank of a given edge is finite or infinite, which partially answers the open problem in [3] . Although neither can we find an efficient algorithm to compute the capacity rank of a general network, nor can we prove the problem is NP-hard, we obtain some computational hardness results relating to it. For example, we prove that deciding whether there is a capacity factor with size not less than a given number is NP-complete, and show the time complexity of computing the capacity rank is lower bounded by that of solving maximal flow. Even though there is no benefit of network coding on single-source singlesink network, our results are mainly focused on single-source single-sink scenario. There are mainly two reasons: the study on point-to-point network may bring insights into multicast scenario; the CF is a natural concept, which might be interesting on its own right.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II , we review some basic definitions, notations and related results. In section III, we investigate some properties of capacity factors, including both point-to-point scenario and multicast scenario. In section IV, we propose an algorithm to calculate the D-set and H-set with its correctness proved and time complexity analyzed. In section V, we present some computational hardness results relating to capacity factors.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basic definitions, notations and results, which will be used in the sequel.
A communication network is a collection of directed links connecting transmitters, switches, and receivers. It is often represented by a 4-tuple N = (V, E, S, T ), where V is the vertex (node) set, E the edge (link) set, S the source vertex set and T the sink vertex set. A communication network N is called a point-to-point communication network if |S| = |T | = 1, denoted by N = (V, E, s, t), where s is the source vertex and t the sink vertex.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that all links in a network have the same capacity, 1 bit per transmission slot. For u, v ∈ V , denote by u, v the edge from u to v. If there are k edges from u to v, we denote by u, v k the set consisting of edges from u to v, or simply denote it by u, v when there is no ambiguity. For an edge e = u, v , u is called the tail of e and denoted by tail(e), and v is called the head of e and denoted by head(e).
If F ⊆ E, denote by N \F the network obtained by deleting edges in F from N . If V ′ ⊆ V , denote by N (V ′ ) the network consisting of vertices in
the set consisting of all links with tails in V 1 and heads in V 2 . For a network N = (V, E, S, T ), an S-T cut of N is [V 1 , V 1 ] such that V 1 is a subset of V containing all vertices in S but not containing any vertex in T . A minimal S-T cut of N is an S-T cut with the minimal size, denoted by C N (S, T ).
It is well known that, for a point-to-point network N = (V, E, s, t), the maximal flow from s to t is equal to the minimal s-t cut of N and a feasible flow is a maximal flow if and only if there is no augmenting path in the corresponding residual network (Max-flow Min-cut Theorem [4] , [13] ). If each link in N has unit capacity, then the maximal flow f of N corresponds to |f | edge-disjoint paths from s to t in N (Integrality Theorem [13] ), where f denotes a collection of edge-disjoint paths (a flow) and |f | denotes the number of the paths. Throughout the paper, we always assume each link has unit capacity.
Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point network. For any vertex v ∈ V , we can assume that there exists a path from s to t in N which passes the vertex v. Otherwise, we can delete the vertex v because v is useless for the communication between s and t in N . Similarly, for any edge e ∈ E, we can assume that there exists a path form s to t which passes the edge e. Definition 2.1. [3] Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point network. A nonempty subset F of E is a capacity factor of N if and only if the following two conditions hold:
N \F denotes the induced network formed by deleting F in N .
By this definition, for a capacity factor F , adding any one edge e ∈ F in the point-to-point network N \F will increase the maximal flow. Since adding one edge can increase the maximal flow by at most 1, we have
Generally, we can define k th order capacity factor (k-CF) of as follows, where the motivation will be clear in the multicast scenario. 
N \F denotes the induced network formed by deleting F in N .
Since the network coding capacity of a single-source multi-sink network N = (V, E, s, T ), where T = (t 1 , . . . , t m ), is upper bounded by the minimal of the maximal flow from s to t i [1] , i.e., the capacity region is
Therefore, we have the following definition of k-CF on a multicast network.
th order capacity factor ( − → k -CF) of N if and only if:
When
− → k = 0 and k i ≤ 1, we say F is a CF of multicast network N .
One could easily generalize the above definition to multi-source multisink network. This generalized definition captures the k-route cut problem of edge-connectivity version, i.e., k-route cut is the minimum − → k -CF where
Following is the definition of D-set and H-set, which is simply the edge union of all CFs and all the remaining ones. By the definition, it is not difficult to see that C N \H (s, t) = C N (s, t). Thus, the edge set of a point-to-point network can be decomposed into two disjoint parts, namely D-set and H-set, which represent the relatively important links and the unimportant links. However, this classification is a little rough. The next definition gives a concept characterizing the criticality of a link more precisely. Consider the network N = (V, E, s, t) shown in Figure 1 , where |V | = 2n + 3, |E| = 3n + 1. The network can be decomposed into n internally disjoint paths from s ′ to t and an individual edge e 0 . The maximal flow of N is 1. Let F = {e i 1 , e i 2 , . . . , e in }, 3(k −1)+1 ≤ i k ≤ 3k for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Due to the simple structure of the network, it is easy to see that F is a capacity factor of N and all capacity factors besides {e 0 } can be written in the form of F . Therefore, the total number of capacity factor of N is 3 n + 1, which grows exponentially with |V | + |E|.
Some Properties of Capacity Factor
The following lemma is very useful, which guarantees the existence of some k-CF containing a specific edge e when some conditions are satisfied.
Lemma 3.1. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point network. For an edge e ∈ E and an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ C N (s, t), if there exists a edge set
is not empty. Hence we can find a F ∈ F k e with minimal cardinality. In fact, F is what we want. Firstly, we have
′ still belongs to F k e which contradicts with that F has the minimal cardinality. So
The following proposition only holds for acyclic network, and therefore all properties depending on it only holds for acyclic network.
Denote the m edge-disjoint paths by p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m . Since N can be decomposed into C N (s, t) disjoint paths, e must be on one of the path. Without loss of generality, we assume e is on p m and p m = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k , u k+1 . . . , u l ), where u k , u k+1 = e and 1 ≤ k ≤ l−1.
Clearly, there is a feasible flow f on N ′ , which is consisting of m − 1 edge-disjoint paths p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m−1 and hence C N ′ (s, t) ≥ m − 1. Recalling Max-flow min-cut theorem, we know that a flow f is a maximal flow if and only if there is no augmenting paths on the residual network. So it is sufficient to show the residual network N ′ f has no augmenting path. Since N is acyclic, we assign each vertex an integer label by topological order, such that
According to the edge direction in network N , all the edges in the residual network N ′ can partitioned into two parts, forward edges and reversal edges. Consider all the forward edges in N ′ f , which can be viewed as the union of two paths, (s = u 1 , . . . , u k ) ∪ (u k+1 , . . . , u l = t). By the label properties of vertices, for a forward edge (u, v) and a reversal edge (u
there is no reversal edge with head in {u k+1 , . . . , u l } and tail in {u 1 , . . . , u k }. Therefore, u 1 (= s) and u l (= t) are disconnected and there is no augmenting path in the residual network N ′ f . This completes our proof.
The following result shows that any k-CF is contained in some (k +1)-CF, assuming the maximal flow of network is greater than k of course. Proposition 3.3. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be an acyclic network, and assume F is a k-CF of N , where k < C N (s, t), there exists a
. Assume e is a cut-edge of the network N \ F . Let
The following theorem characterizes an edge which is contained in some k-CF of a point-to-point acyclic network.
Theorem 3.4. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be an acyclic point-to-point network, and integer 1 ≤ k ≤ C N (s, t). For any edge e ∈ E, there is a k-CF F containing e if and only if there exists an s-t path p containing e such that
while adding e to N \ F the maximum flow increase by 1, we claim there is a path p containing e such that
Apply Lemma 3.1, we know there is always a k-CF F containing e.
Recall that an edge of a network is either in the D-set is defined as the union of all CFs and H-set consists of all the remainings. Taking k = 1 in the of preceding theorem, we obtain the following result, which gives an equivalent condition to characterize edges in the D-set and H-set.
Corollary 3.5. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point acyclic network. For any e ∈ E on some s-t path, e is in the H-set if and only if for any s-t path containing e, C N \P (s, t) ≤ C N (s, t) − 2; and e is in the D-set if and only if there exists some s-t path p containing e such that C N \P (s, t) = C N (s, t) − 1. Consider the point-to-point acyclic network Figure 2 . There are three different s-t path in total, which are
is the only edge satisfying the conditions in Corollary 3.5. Therefore H = {e 4 } and D = E\H = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 5 , e 6 , e 7 }, which coincides with the direct computation that D = CF F F = {e 1 } ∪ {e 2 } ∪ {e 2 } ∪ {e 3 } ∪ {e 5 } ∪ {e 6 } ∪ {e 7 } = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 5 , e 6 , e 7 }.
Even though network N is assumed to be acyclic in traditional network coding, we still want to know whether this characterization holds in a cyclic network. In fact, if an edge is in D-set, then there exists a path p containing it and satisfying C N \p (s, t) = C N (s, t) − 1. It's easy to check that proof procedure of necessity in Theorem 3.4 also holds for cyclic network. But the sufficiency proof does not work. Because Proposition 3.2 does not hold for cyclic network. The following is a counterexample.
Consider a cyclic network N = (V, E, s, t) in Figure 3 . Clearly, H = { v 1 , v 2 , v 2 , v 1 }. However, path p = (s, v 1 , v 2 , t) covers v 1 , v 2 and satisfying C N \p = C N (s, t) − 1 = 1, and so dos path p = (s, v 2 , v 1 , t) .
The following result shows that any k-CF can be decomposed into an m-CF and (k − m)-CF corresponding to different networks. 
Since deleting one edge will cause the maximum flow decrease by at most 1, we can show
which is true by the minimality of F ′ . Finally, we should prove if F ′ is an m-CF of N and
The following corollary is a direct generalization of the preceding result, which says a k-CF can be decomposed arbitrary.
Corollary 3.7. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point network, and F is a k-CF of N . For any n ∈ Z + and k i ∈ Z
It's natural to ask whether the converse is true, i.e., if there exists k i ∈ Z + (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and pairwise disjoint sets
However, the following example shows that it is not true.
s See Figure 4 . Denote by F 1 = {e 4 , e 5 } and F 2 = {e 7 , e 9 }. F 1 is a 2-CF of N and F 2 is a 1-CF of N \ F 1 . However F 1 ∪ F 2 is not a 3-CF of N for C N \{e 4 ,e 7 ,e 9 } (s, t) = 0.
Out next theorem asserts that all edges are contained in some 2-CF if the maximum flow is at least 2. Proof. Our goal is to find a path p contains e such that C N \p (s, t) ≥ C N (s, t)− 2, then we can apply Theorem 3.4.
If e is contained in some maximum flow, i.e., there is a path p containing e such that C N \p (s, t) = C N (s, t) − 1, then we are done by Theorem 3.4. If there is a path from e to t (or from s to e) which meets an edge contained in a maximum flow, while any path from s to e (or from e to t) doesn't meet any edge in flows contained under that maximum flow configuration, we can change the maximum flow to another maximum flow which contains e.
If there is a path from e to t witch meets an edge contained in a maximum flow and there is a path from s to e meets an edge contained in the same maximum flow, then we can find a path containing e deleting which will cause the maximum flow decrease by 2. Otherwise a path from s to t containing e won't meet an edge contained in any maximum flow, it contradicts with maximum flow.
Up to now, the capacity factors we considered are restricted to point-topoint scenario. However, it is well known that for point to point networks, network coding provides no benefits, while major benefit of network is for multicast networks. The The following result is a simple relationship between the CF in a point-to-point network and multicast network.
Proof. If F satisfies condition (1) and (2), then F is a CF because for any proper subset
A moment thought reveals that the converse is not true.
Algorithm to Compute D-set and H-set
From Corollary 3.5, an edge is in D-set if and only if it is contained in some maximum flow configuration. The following algorithm gives a method to solve the problem.
Algorithm 4.1. The input is a point-to-point network N = (V, E, s, t).
The output is the D-set and H-set of the network. Consider the network N = (V, E, s, t) shown in Figure 5 , the maximum flow value is 3. One maximum flow scheme f and the corresponding residual network N f are also shown in Figure 5 .
Since edges (in bold) in the maximum flow f is in the To sum up, the D-set and H-set of network N (V, E, s, t) is
The next theorem shows the correctness of algorithm 4.1, which reduces the existence of a maximum flow containing e to the existence of a cycle containing e in the residual network corresponding to an arbitrary maximum flow. Proof. Necessity: When e is in f , it's obvious. Assume e is in a cycle C and C is in N f . Adding a cyclic flow C in N f can generate another flow f , which is also a maximum flow. Because e is a forward edge in N f , e becomes a reversal edge in N f ′ , which means there is a maximum flow containing e.
Sufficiency: Suppose e is in a maximum flow f
Since subtracting does not break the conservation constraints, f − f ′ is a feasible flow. Since |f | = |f ′ |, the flow value of f − f ′ is 0. Therefore, f − f ′ can be decomposed into one or more cycles. Because e is in f ′ and not in f , e is one cycle of the flow f − f ′ , denoted by C. It it easy to see cycle C is in the residual network N f .
How to find a cycle in N f containing an edge u, v ? Note that all edges of network N considering in this paper have unit capacity, and u, v is a forward edge in N f . It's easy to see that there is a cycle containing u, v if and only if there is path from v to u. Therefore, the problem searching cycles in N f is reduced to the connectivity problem of two vertices in a digraph. Now we analyze the time complexity of this algorithm. This algorithm could be divided into two separated parts, maximum flow and searching cycles. If we find a maximum flow by using relabel-to-front algorithm [7] , whose running time is O(|V | 3 ), and using Floyd-Warshall algorithm [4] to implement searching cycles for all edges, whose running time is also O(|V | 3 ), then the total running time is O(|V
. If we have a maximum flow f preserved and just wondering the belonging of one edge, the time complexity is O(|E|), where determining the connectivity of two vertices just needs a depth-first-search or breadth-first-search through all vertices and edges.
Computational Hardness Relating to Capacity Factors
We consider the Maximum Capacity Factor (MCF) problem for a pointto-point network which might have cycles. Given a point-to-point network N = (V, E, s, t) and a specific number k, our goal is to answer whether there is a capacity factor with size not less than k. The formal language for this decision problem is: MCF= { N , k : N = V, E, s, t is a network with some capacity factor with size greater than or equal to k}.
In the following proof of our theorem, we will reduce a known NPcomplete problem to MCF, which is NAESAT (stands for "not-all-equal").
NAESAT is an variant of SAT. In NAESAT, we are given a set of clauses with three literals, and we insist that in no clause are all three literals equal in truth value, i.e., neither all true, nor all false. It is known that NAESAT is NP-complete [12] .
Before proving MCF is NP-complete, we present a definition and a proposition which will be used in the following proof. It's worth noting that a partially connected s-t cut [V 1 , V 1 ] does not necessarily mean for every vertex u ∈ V 1 , there is a path from s to u in N (V 1 ), and for every vertex v ∈ V 1 , there is a path from v to t in N (V 1 ). In other words, N (V 1 ) and N (V 1 ) might not be connected graphs.
In [9] , it's proved that the size of a capacity factor of network N = (V, E, s, t) is upper-bounded by the size of the maximal partially-connected s-t cut minus C N (s, t) − 1. In unit capacity network, there is a one-on-one correspondence between capacity factors and partially-connected cut, as the following proposition reveals.
Proposition 5.2. Let N = (V, E, s, t) be a point-to-point network with unit capacity, i.e., C N (s, t) = 1. F is a capacity factor if and only if F is a partially connected s-t cut of N .
is a partially-connected s-t set. Since F is a cut, we have C N \F (s, t) = 0. By the definition of a partially-connected s-t cut, for any edge e = u, v ∈ F , there exist a path from s to u in N (V 1 ) and a path from v to t in N (V 1 ). Therefore, C N \F ∪{e} (s, t) = 1, which implies that F is a capacity factor.
Sufficiency: Assume F is a capacity factor of N , we have C N \F (s, t) ≤ C N (s, t) − 1 = 0. Therefore, s and t are disconnected in the network N \F . Denote the vertices reachable from s in N \F by V 1 (including s), the vertices that could reach t in N \F by V 2 (including t), and the remaining ones by
Since F is a capacity factor, adding an arbitrary edge of F in the network N \F will make s and t connected, it's clear that all edges in F should be of the form u, v , where u ∈ V 1 and v ∈ V 2 , which implies F ⊂ [V 1 , V 2 ]. Having considered V 1 and V 2 are disconnected, we conclude F = [V 1 , V 2 ]. Since both
, which implies F is a partially-connected s-t cut.
As we have the above characterization of capacity factor in unit-flow network, the following reduction is similar with the reduction from NAESET to maximal cut [12] .
Theorem 5.3. MCF is NP-complete.
Proof: Firstly, we claim MCF is in NP. Providing the verifier of a capacity F with |F | ≥ m, it's easy to check F is a capacity factor by testing C N \F (s, t) = C N \F (s, t) − 1 and C N \F ∪e (s, t) = C N \F (s, t) for every e ∈ F , which can be done by running network flow algorithm for |F | + 1 times. Therefore, given such a proof, there is a verifier in polynomial time, which implies that MCF is in NP.
Secondly, we shall reduce NAESAT to MCF. Given an expression T consist of m clauses with three literals each, we will construct a network N = (V, E, s, t) and an integer k, such that T is in NAESAT if and only if N , k is in MCF.
Suppose that the clauses are C 1 , . . . , C m , and the variables appearing in them x 1 , . . . , x n . At first, we set 2n vertices, which are denoted by x 1 , . . ., x n , ¬x 1 , . . ., ¬x n , and four additional vertices s, s ′ , t, t ′ , where s, t are the source and sink separately.
Then we add some edges which can be classified into the following 3 categories.
• Crossing edges: For each clause C i = (x ∨ y ∨ z) add the following bidirectional edges x, y , x, z , y, z respectively if no self-loop are created. Note that x = y might happen, whereas x = y = z is impossible, which implies there are at least two and at most three bidirectional edges will be created for each clause.
• Forcing edges: For each pair of x i , ¬x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n., add 4m bidirectional edges between them. Add 6mn edges between s ′ and t ′ .
• Connecting edges:
Finally, set k = 10mn + 2m + 2n and our construction is complete. Now, we show that expression T is in NAESAT if and only if the corresponding constructed N , k is in MCF.
T ∈ NAESAT ⇒ N , k ∈ MCF: Put the vertices of true literals on the left hand side with s and s ′ , while put those of false on the right hand side with t ′ and t. Having considered the fact that each clause has both true and false literal(s), there will be exactly two "crossing edges" across two piles of vertices. Taking account of all the "forcing edges" and "connecting edges", there will be exactly 6mn + 4mn + 2m + 2n = k edges in the cut. In addition, it is clearly checked that adding an arbitrary edge in the cut will make s and t connected.
N , k ∈ MCF ⇒ T ∈ NAESAT: By Proposition 5.2, we know that any capacity factor F of N is a partially connected s-t cut. Hence, we consider the maximum possible partially connected s-t cut of N instead. Suppose [V 1 , V 1 ] is a partially connected s-t cut with maximum size. First of all, we claim s ′ ∈ V 1 and t ′ ∈ V 1 , since 6mn number of edges have overwhelming impact on the size of [V 1 , V 1 ]. Secondly, we claim x i and ¬x i must lie in different sides of the cut, since there are 4m bidirectional edges between them, which also has overwhelming impact on the size of cut when s ′ and t ′ are fixed. After that, the contribution of edges s
No matter x i ∈ V 1 or ¬ ∈ V 1 , there are exactly two edges in [V 1 , V 1 ] for each i. Finally, we consider crossing edges for each clause. If C i = (x∨y∨z) with x = y and y = z, among six edges x, y , x, z , y, x , y, z , z, x , z, y , at most two of them could be in [V 1 , V 1 ], if x, y, z do not lie on the same side of the cut. If C i = (x∨x∨y) with x = y, among x, y 2 , y, x 2 , there are also at most two of them could be in [V 1 , V 1 ] if x and y lie in different side of the cut. From above discussion, we could see |F | is upper-bounded by 6mn + 4mn + 2n + 2m = k. The the number is achieved if for each clause C i = (x ∨ y ∨ z), x, y, z do not lie in the same side of the cut. Assigning the literals in V 1 by true and those in V 1 by false, we will see it's an assignment that renders T ∈ NAESAT.
To demonstrate the construction of Theorem 5.3, we present the following example.
Given the expression T = (x 1 ∨x 2 ∨x 3 )∧(x 1 ∨x 3 ∨¬x 3 )∧(¬x 1 ∨¬x 2 ∨x 3 ), we construct a network N = (V, E, s, t) according to the proof of Theorem 5.3 shown in Figure 6 . Note that all the "forcing edges", i.e. the edges between x i and ¬x i , the edges between s ′ and t ′ , as well as the "connecting
are not drawn in the figure. In this case, m = 3, n = 3 and k = 96.
It's clear that x 1 = 1, x 2 = 0 and x 3 = 1 is an assignment makes T in NAESAT. If we put vertices x 1 , ¬x 2 , x 3 on the left and ¬x 1 , x 2 , ¬x 3 on the right, just as what is drawn on Figure 6 , we obtain a maximum partially connected s-t cut [V 1 , V 1 ] with size k, where
Since MCF is NP-complete problem, deciding the maximum capacity factor containing some specific edge is also NP-complete. Otherwise, by enumerating all the edges of in the latter problem, we can solve MCF in polynomial time, which is a contradiction.
Compared to the problem of the maximum-sized capacity factor, calculating the capacity rank seems to be more important. As far as we know, there is no polynomial time algorithm to calculate the capacity rank in a general network. Furthermore, we don't know whether it is in NP-complete. However, there are some evidences indicating this problem is not easy. In other words, the time complexity of calculating capacity rank is lower bounded by calculating the maximum flow.
Proof. Assume there is an algorithm to compute the capacity rank of an arbitrary edge in any unit-capacity point-to-point network in time f (|V |, |E|). For a point-to-point network N = (V, E, s, t) of maximum flow problem, we construct a corresponding network N = (V ′ , E ′ , s ′ , t ′ ) and prove that
, where e := s ′ , t . The construction is as follows: Let
where s ′ , s |E| denotes |E| different edges from s ′ to s. It's easy to show
, which is left to the reader.
Many questions in graph theory about edges have natural analogues for vertices [13] , and the vertices version is often harder than that of edges. For example, Eulerian circuit is defined as a closed trail containing all edges, whereas Hamilton cycle is a closed path visiting all the vertices exactly once; independent set has no adjacent vertice, whereas matching has no "adjacent" edges. However, deciding whether a graph has a Eulerian circuit is easy, while deciding whether a graph has a Hamilton path is NP-complete; finding a maximum independent set is NP-hard, while finding a maximum matching has a polynomial time algorithm. It's natural to define the vertex capacity factor and investigate the relationship between (edge) capacity factor. 
N \V denotes the induced network formed by deleting V and all the edges adjacent to edges in V in N . Similarly, the vertex capacity rank of a vertex v is defined as the minimum size of the vertex capacity factor containing v.
Just as many analogue problem on vertices and edges, the vertex version captures the edge version through line graph.
For N = (V, E, s, t), the line network N ′ = (V ′ , E ′ , s ′ , t ′ ) as follows.
• V ′ = {e in , e out : e ∈ E} ∪ {s ′ , t ′ }.
• E ′ = { e in , e out : e ∈ E} ∪ { e : head(e 1 ) = tail(e 2 ), e 1 , e 2 ∈ E} ∪ { s ′ , e in : tail(e) = s, e ∈ E} ∪ {(e out , t ′ ) : head(e) = t, e ∈ E}.
Slightly different from the definition of line graph, we split a vertex representing an edge e of E in two, say e in and e out , and add an directional edge e in , e out . This modification guarantees that the capacity of each vertex is upper bounded by 1. Now we will show F = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } is a capacity factor in N if and only if F ′ = {e The key fact contributing to the above conclusion is that any m edge-disjoint s-t paths in N corresponds to m vertex-disjoint s ′ -t ′ paths in N ′ (except the starting vertex s ′ and ending vertex t ′ ), and the correspondence is one-to-one.
For one direction, assuming F = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } is a capacity factor in N , let F ′ = {e . . , m}. Since C N \F (s, t) < C N (s, t), for any maximal flow f on N , the intersection of F and f is not empty. Since the capacity of edges in N are all integers, f can be decomposed into |f | edge-disjoint s-t paths, which corresponds to |f | vertex-disjoint s ′ -t ′ paths in N ′ and vice versa. Therefore, the intersection of F ′ and arbitrary set of |f | vertex-disjoint paths in N ′ is not empty, which implies C N ′ \F ′ (s, t) < C N ′ (s, t). For any subset G of F , since C N \G (s, t) = C N (s, t), there exists a set of C N (s, t) edge-disjoint paths, which has no common edges of G. Therefore, G ′ has no common vertices with the corresponding C N (s, t) = C N ′ (s, t) vertex-disjoint paths in N ′ , which implies C N ′ \G ′ (s, t) = C N ′ (s, t). Thus, F ′ is a vertex capacity factor of N ′ . Using the one-on-one correspondence, the other direction is similar to prove.
Following is a concrete example. Consider the network N = (V, E, s, t) on the top of Figure 7 . The corresponding dual network N ′ = (V ′ , E ′ , s ′ , t ′ ) is shown on the bottom. There are 7 capacity factors in N , which are {e 1 }, {e 2 }, {e 7 }, {e 3 , e 5 }, {e 3 , e 6 }, {e 4 , e 5 }, {e 4 , e 6 }. And there are 7 classes of vertex capacity factors in N ′ , which are exactly {e 
